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Going vegan is easy, and even easier if you have the tools at hand to make it work right. In the
second edition of this informative and practical guide, two seasoned vegans help you learn to
love your inner vegan freak. Loaded with tips, advice, and stories, this book is the key to helping
you thrive as a happy, healthy, and sane vegan in a decidedly non-vegan world that doesn’t
always get what you’re about.In this sometimes funny, sometimes irreverent, and sometimes
serious guide that’s not afraid to tell it like it is, you will:find out how to go vegan in three weeks or
less with our “cold tofu method”discover and understand the arguments for ethical, abolitionist
veganismlearn how to convince family, friends, and others that you haven’t joined a vegetable
cult by going veganget some advice on dealing with people in your life without creating havoc or
hurt feelingslearn to survive restaurants, grocery stores, and meals with omnivoresfind advice
on how to respond when people ask you if you “like, live on apples and twigs.”In a revised and
rewritten second edition, Vegan Freak: Being Vegan in a Non-Vegan World is your guide to
embracing vegan freakdom. Come on, get your freak on!

“Going vegan is the single most important thing you can do to live nonviolence and the abolition
of animal exploitation in your everyday life. In this down-to-earth and entertaining guide, Bob and
Jenna Torres not only convince you that you have to go vegan today, they also give you what you
need to live as a healthy and happy vegan for the rest of your life.”—Gary L. Francione,
Distinguished Professor of Law, Rutgers University“Vegan Freak is a witty, helpful, wall to wall
look at going vegan. A must read for anyone who’s felt like the only vegan-freak in the room.”—
Sarah Kramer, author of How It All VeganAbout the AuthorA recovering academic, Bob Torres
holds a PhD. in Development Sociology from Cornell University. Author of Making A Killing: The
Political Economy of Animal Rights (AK Press, 2007), Bob’s writings have also appeared in
Critical Sociology, the Journal of Latinos and Education, International Journal of Occupational
and Environmental Health, and Satya magazine. Former co-host of Vegan Freak Radio, Bob has
been quoted extensively in media pieces on veganism and animal rights. He maintains a web
presence at www.bobtorres.net.Jenna Torres has a BA in Spanish and a BS in Plant Science
from Penn State University, and received her PhD. from Cornell University in Spanish linguistics.
She currently works at a small liberal arts university in upstate New York. She was the co-host of
Vegan Freak Radio, a podcast about life as a vegan in a very non-vegan world. She has also
been on Animal Voices Radio (CUIT Toronto) and been quoted in Newsweek, Metro newspaper,
Veg News, and the book Vegetarians and Vegans in the World Today.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Vegan FreakBeing Vegan in a Non-Vegan WorldBy Bob Torres,
Jenna TorresPM PressCHAPTER 1VEGAN AND FREAKY"IF YOU'RE GOING TO LEAVE WITH
ANYONE TODAY, I'D LIKE TO SEE YOU LEAVE WITH HER."The "her" in this case was Emmy,



a then-eighteen-month-old medium-sized black shepherd mix, with a puffy, wild tail, and a calm
but confident demeanor. She was, in every way that we could tell, a sweet and gentle dog, which
is why what the director of the animal shelter told us came as a huge shock."She's been here a
year, and she really just needs to be in a loving home. Don't get the wrong idea: she's a
wonderful dog — we love her! She's friendly and house-trained, and great around cats. We just
can't seem to adopt her out because she is black."Naive as we were at the time, we'd not known
about what's called "Black Dog Syndrome," the problem where black dogs are adopted at much
lower rates because people have some kind of baseless fear about black dogs being more
aggressive, or simply because black dogs don't match their furnishings or something. Whatever
the ridiculous reason, it was apparently why a dog as sweet as Emmy had been living in a
shelter for a year. At any other shelter that euthanized animals, Emmy would have been killed
within weeks; yet, when we arrived at the local no-kill shelter that day, she was every bit the
confident, scrappy, and happy little mutt that we've come to know her as in the years we lived
with her. Full of vigor, and really just ready to get out of her kennel at the pound, Emmy came
home with us. We had the room and the resources, and we were only too happy to take in
another dog. Emmy was going to be part of our family.On the way home in the car, it didn't take
Emmy long to warm up to us. Almost immediately, she curled up on Jenna's lap — quite a feat
for a dog who weighs sixty pounds, but it can be done — and from that moment onward, it was
as though Emmy had nominated us as her people. Our common bond with her has grown
stronger and stronger everyday since, and like all of the other animals with whom we live, Emmy
is part of our family. At breakfast every morning, Emmy curls up at our feet under the table, and
we'll occasionally slip her crust from our toast, or maybe a little chunk of banana, food that she
always takes carefully and oh-so-gently, as if she might crush it if she weren't careful. Every
night, Emmy stretches out at the foot of our bed (probably because one of our cats often sleeps
in her bed, but that's another story). And every day when we write, Emmy is there to keep us
company, with the nudge of a cold nose on the arm when our normal walk time rolls around.It is
probably clear by now, but we love Emmy dearly, just as we love our goofy, excitable, and playful
lab Mole, our grass-munching, oversized eighteen-pound kitty Michi, and our two newest
additions to the family, Spike and Taco, little kitten-brothers who came to us through a foster
family. The little family of non-humans with whom we spend so much of our time has taught us a
lot about what it means to be human, and what it means to love and be loved unconditionally.
They've also taught us a lot about what it means to be non-human, and in doing so, they've
helped us to overcome a lot of the hubris and pride that have colored our relations with animals
in the past. In the years that we've been fortunate enough to share our lives with these non-
human family members, we've come to know them to be as individual as any of us humans, if
not more so. Long ago, we stopped thinking of them as "only animals" and have instead
recognized how they simply possess a different set of skills and attributes than we humans do.
Appreciating our animal family meant fully appreciating these differences.As we began to evolve
into this consciousness about the animals with whom we lived, we began to think critically and



carefully about other animals, particularly the ones who died unnecessarily on a daily basis, only
to end up on our plates as food. It doesn't take a great logical or emotional leap to wonder if
these billions upon billions of animals were every bit as desirous for companionship and
freedom as the dogs and cats with whom we shared our lives. Having taken one of his
bachelor's degrees in agricultural science, Bob knew cows and pigs and chickens who
responded by name, who recognized their "keepers," and reacted excitedly when they came to
visit. These same animals were obviously happy when they were with their families and
saddened when separated from those they felt companionship with. If pigs, cattle, chickens,
sheep, and other animals were so much like the animals so many of us live with, the question for
us was a simple one: what made pigs, cattle, chickens, and sheep so different from dogs and
cats such that we killed one for food and cuddled with another on the couch?Once we were
honest with ourselves, the answer was surprisingly simple: there really isn't any difference that
matters when it comes to the essential aspects of how we'd all like to be treated. In so far as all
of those animals are sentient and have clear psychological, lasting, and subjective experiences
of reality, their imprisonment, slaughter, and outright exploitation are no more just than the
imprisonment, slaughter, or outright exploitation of our dogs, our cats, or even of any of us
members of the human community. Being the well-socialized beings that we are, we all have
little internal voices with answers at the ready for times like this. Like a good little cop for the
existing order of things, the brain sounds the klaxons, puts up "DO NOT ENTER" signs, and
spits back familiar yet comfortable responses. "Animals are ours to use." "They were brought
into existence to serve us." "They're not as smart as we are." "They're tasty." "What would we eat
if we didn't eat animals?" "If I didn't eat animal protein, I might die, or at least I'd look like some
skinnyass, pale vegan." Unfortunately for the billions of animals a year that die for no other good
reason than the fact that we humans like to eat them, these are the scripts that we all have in our
heads about the way the world operates; these ideas not only reflect the current order of things,
they also espouse a sense of how many of us believe things should be.Veganism as a process
and as a way of life is all about asking you to rewrite those internal scripts to recognize the
inherent worth of animals. Coming to this awareness is complex and at times frustrating, making
ethical veganism a complex gift. We'd be lying to you if we said it was easy to buck thousands of
years of tradition and to deny the received social and cultural wisdom that says that doing things
the same old way is just fine. Running against history is never easy, and there are times when it
sucks. Yet, if we're serious about justice and compassion, we must be serious about it for even
what many would consider the least of us. In order to be consistent in our ideas of what
constitutes equity, our notions of justice and compassion must expand outward to include non-
human animals. As a vegan, or a soon-to-be-vegan, you will be at the forefront of this new and
evolving cultural and social understanding. You will be the one who helps to right the thousands
of years of wrongs. You will be the one who recognizes that the old way of doing things can't be
the way we continue to do things. You will be one of the many to stand up and say enough.Our
goal is to help you along on this journey. When we first heard about veganism, we thought it was



a bit nuts, too. We weren't sure that it was necessary, desirable, or even achievable, and we
certainly weren't sure that we wanted to bother with going much beyond regular old
vegetarianism. We weren't born into vegan families, and so we've come to this on our own terms.
Though we have built up years of experience on the topic by teaching, writing, and speaking
about it, we still clearly remember those first few fledgling weeks as proto-vegans, and we bring
that awareness to what we're doing here. With measured doses of humor, logic, advice, and
tough love, we'll help you to go vegan, or, if you're already vegan, we are going to encourage you
to think about veganism in new ways that will reinvigorate the passion that got you to go vegan in
the first place.Vej-uns, VAYguns, and Vegans Oh My"But you don't looooook like a VAY-
gun."Oh? And what does a VAY-gun look like? And what the hell is a VAY-gun anyway?We've
both heard this particular refrain — we never can decide if it is a compliment or an insult — on
more occasions than we care to count. Why can't people just get the pronunciation right? We
aren't VAY-guns or VEEJ-uns, we're vegans, you know, with a long "e," like if you say the letter
"v" and then add the word "gun" to it. Said correctly, the term "vegan" rhymes with the way a
Canadian or American would say the name Tegan, as in half of the group Tegan and Sara.
Vegan does not rhyme with "ray gun," though "ray gun" is a fabulous way to say the last name of
the 40th president of the United States, given his penchant for space weaponry and lasers and
shit like that.To get back to the idea of neither of us looking like vegans, we begin to honestly
wonder: just what kinds of absurd stereotypes are people walking around with in their heads to
get them to say such a ridiculous thing out loud? On the few occasions when either of us have
asked people what they meant and people are honest enough to answer us, we usually we get
some kind of combination of answers that draw almost fully on misconceptions about vegans. To
most people who even know what a vegan is — admittedly, less of a problem now than when we
did the first edition of this book — one of a few different stereotypes springs to mind. The most
predominant misconception that we hear is that vegans are dreadlocked, stinky hippies,
endlessly fascinated with hemp, hemp seeds, hemp milk, and/or marijuana. To most people who
think of vegans as hippies, we're clearly too busy chewing on granola and hanging out with the
Rainbow Family in some national forest to really wrap our heads around how the world works.
Some people think of vegans as impossibly skinny and malnourished, with yellow skin, thinning
hair, and brittle nails because all we eat is tofu and apple juice. Yet others see vegans as
judgmental, moralizing nut jobs who drive hybrid cars, endlessly lecture people on sustainability
and "carbon footprints," buy shoes made out of recycled tires, and refuse to eat anything that
casts a shadow (Admittedly, this stereotype may actually have some truth to it). Neither of us
really fit any of the above stereotypes, so people probably get confused, and end up telling us
that we don't look like VAY-guns. The thing is, there are actually vegan hippies (shocker, right?).
There are also vegans who are malnourished because they subsist only on hummus, cupcakes,
potato chips, and Coke. And there are obviously vegans who are judgmental assholes —
actually there are plenty of them in our experience. But there are also vegan writers (including at
least one Nobel Prize winner), vegan chefs, vegan firefighters, vegan people in the military,



vegan moms and dads, vegan teachers, vegan congressmen, and probably even vegan ninjas
and pirates (for the record: we think ninjas are cooler than pirates). There are vegans who are,
without a doubt, insane, and vegans who are the very definition of sanity and composure. There
are punk vegans and skinny PBR-drinking hipster vegans with fixed-gear bikes who wear
chunky black glasses and Goth vegan vampires. There are vegans in Vienna and Venezuela.
There are vegans who look like your mom and dad and your sister and brother. The point is that
vegans come from all walks of life, from all ages, all genders (female, male, transgender, and
otherwise), all sexual orientations, all body sizes, all races, all income levels, all political
orientations (though really, we wonder about conservative vegans), and many nationalities. Of
course, if you don't actually know a vegan in real life, it is easy to let a stereotype constructed by
the media give you all the details about how vegans look and act. Take it from the half of this
dynamic writing duo with the Ph.D. in sociology: if nothing else, we humans are social creatures
who value predictability, and that translates into us working most easily in generalities and their
closely related cousin, the ever-dreaded stereotype. But as with all stereotypes, casting a single
group under such a broad umbrella and making assumptions about people in that group is a
troubling business, a business that is fraught with traps for the uninitiated and unfamiliar.In this
book, we need you to understand these stereotypes, because as you move more into veganism,
you're going to have to confront them head-on, whether you like it or not. Ideally, we'll build a
movement of people that is big enough, diverse enough, and vibrant enough so that we can
begin to dismantle a bit of the wayward thinking about vegans, but in the meantime, you need to
recognize that the stereotypes are out there. One of our primary goals is to give you some tools
to deal with living with the ridiculous, unreal, and often bafflingly stupid expectations foisted
upon you by unknowing friends, family, and others. It is like we vegans are some kind of exotic
tribe that was recently discovered deep in the Ebook Libraryian jungle: people are unsure of
what we eat, how we act, what we believe, and what we're all about. We wish people would just
chill out already; we're not that foreign. We have the number zero; we understand how fire works;
and we even have rudimentary technology. Granted, we are an odd and ragtag tribe that
sometimes gets along and sometimes doesn't, but what unites us as a tribe of ethical vegans is
our shared belief that eating and using animal products is wrong — otherwise, we just wouldn't
be vegans. Just as people would probably misunderstand the habits and customs of the
indigenous person from Ebook Libraryia regaled in feathers and face paint, they misunderstand
our habits and customs and beliefs, too. So, regardless of how "normal" you are, in a world
where consuming animal products is the norm, you're always going to be seen as the freak if you
obviously and clearly refuse to take part in an act of consumption that is central to our everyday
lives, our cultures, and even our very own personal identities.To correct a misunderstanding that
many people had about the first edition of this book before having even bothered to read it, we
don't think that all vegans are freaks, and we don't think you have to be a freak to be a vegan.
However, it is patently clear that if you consciously separate yourself from others through
everyday choices about food and other aspects of your life, you're going to be viewed differently



by those around you. This difference isn't something you should run from. On the contrary, you
should embrace this freakdom, be at home with it, and fully own it, not only for your own sanity,
but also for the efficacy of building a vegan social movement as a whole. This ownership of your
vegan freakdom is also the first and most critical step towards keeping you a happy vegan and
building genuine vegan community. Whether you're a new vegan or whether you've been a
vegan for the last decade or more, recognizing this vital aspect of veganism is essential not only
to your own long-term mental health but also to the long-term success of veganism as a
community and movement of people who collectively decide say "enough already!" when it
comes to the use and abuse of animals for human ends. It should go without saying that we wish
being vegan were the most normal thing in the world, but at this point, we all should be honest
with ourselves about the need to get more people to go vegan. As of this writing, there are more
people in the United States who believe that they've had contact with extraterrestrials than there
are people who are vegan. This means that our approaches are only middling in their success,
or the extraterrestrial biological entities are stepping things up in their plans for intergalactic
domination, or, perhaps, both.(Continues...)Excerpted from Vegan Freak by Bob Torres, Jenna
Torres. Copyright © 2010 Bob Torres and Jenna Torres. Excerpted by permission of PM
Press.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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